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A DEFENCE OF WINCH
tlEverything is what iitt is and not another thing
thingtlll -- (Butler).
"Everything
Understanding, making intelligible, modes of discourse other than those
wi th which one is familiar (and so which do not have to be 'understood'
somehow face this fact.
in quite such the same way) must somehowfaca
This note
attempts to show that the course suggested by Hanson is not the best of
the alternatives.
This does not mean that I altogether support the
Hinchian procedure, but that
.
Hanson' s criticism of Winch do not stand if
(i) Hanson's
(11) it is measured against what I take vlinch to be really saying
saying.,•.
In other words, although Winch can perhaps to criticised as by,
bYJ for
example, Nielsen (1967) and MacIntyre (Hick 1964), Hanson
Hanson'I s attempts are
at least partially invalidated by the fact that they are not properly
directed against Winch.
Further, I attempt to show that the procedure
suggested by Hanson .Jould
.lould have to face relatively severe criticism i f it
is to stand in its present form.
d1ficussion to toJinch
t.Jinch and Hanson, I should
Since I am limiting this d18cussion
briefl1 indicating the broader p~rspective
p~rspective within which
like to begin by briefly
~s, how Winch can be
this debate should be viewed. To suggest, that loS,
en~eavour.
located within
wi thin a broader sphere of academic en~eavour.
If we say, following Hartin, that the notion 'God' may be used in
being or
either of two ways (as a proper name referring to a particular baing
as a descriptive term) then it can be shown that using it in both ways
at once leads to a contradiction.
Hughes replies that this argument to
establish the contradictory nature of Christian belief is wrong, for God
is not thought of as a particular thing 'on the lips of believers.'
meta-theology1
(Hughes 1962).
Which then is the correct course for meta-theology'Z
To characterise religious belief in terms of the patterns of usage and
discourse~
senso within actual religious discourse~
sensa
Or to apply such
organisational devices as proper names and descriptive phrases, when
these have been developed to expose the 'logic' ot discourse not of
'God t but of particular til!ings?
tillings? When there is incommensurability
'God'
between our criteria of characterisation and the criteria, either
expliCit or not, of judgment within other modes of discourse, then which
explicit
meta-leve1 of mutual relevance be established? "\vhich
"Which
stands? Or can a meta-level
of these programmes is preferable is perhaps the most important question
meta-theo10gy (even, mutatis mutandis, for all meta-theorising)"
meta-theorising)lI
for meta-theology
(Hughes 1962).

Theologians and Philosophers of Religion have had to grapple with
belief in God: the
this problem for what is at stake is the nature of balief
unders~anding religion.
role of reason in religious understanding and in unders~anding
But anthropologists, in the main, appear to be more concerriad with
the' absolute' and. immutable relevance of
retaining, in a laZy fashion, the·
those concepts and organisational devices belonging to their tradition.
But what is at stake is as important, at least for the atheist, as those
Theologians' have written so much about (Gill 1966, Alston,
issues which Theologians'have
Hepburn 1963, Coburn 1963, loIacquame
That is, how
J.Iacquame 1967, Ramsey 1959).
to best characterise and so understand other modes of discourse.
So,
in following through the arguments advocated by Hinch and Hanson as to
best characterise other modes of thought (in such terms, for
how we can bast
instrumental,.expressive,
example, as - incoherent, meaningless, instrumental,.axpressive,
paradoxical, mystical), it should be borne continually in mind that the
!llOre
more . sophisticated arguments and organisational devices (such as,
factual,. quasi-attitudinal etc.) have been
non-assertive, intentional, factual,quasi-attitudinal
developed by Theologians and Philosophers of Religion.
And that such
problems as whether religious language is autonomous, unique and so
independent of external, logical analysis (l.lcPherson 1955) or whether we
were empirical status (Ramsay 59)
can treat religious language as though it ware
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the more interesting fields of their work.
Malinowsld., according to Leach (Encyclopaedia of the Social
Sciences, pp.339 - 334) "sought to evade the difficulties raised by
simple trait comparisons by blandly affirming that every social event is
~hecase
uniquoly defined by its total context lt and that i f this 'Wera ~hecase
"all cross-cultural comparison would be futile".
It seems to me that
Hanson is attributing a very similar view to vlinch (my emphasis):
emphasis):'
''\flinch would have us understand another culture in its own terms" for
o£ the
"a people I s thought and behaviour are intelligible only in terms o:f
concepts of reality held by that people".
Such concepts of reality
vary from context to context, and since there are t!2 concepts
independent of their context, then various forms of life cannot be
equated and so mutually understood through the application of such
common denominators.
V1inch was reallY saying that each fom of
If this 'Were true, that Hinch
life "is
lIis a self-contained entity ",hich can be understood only in its own
terms" then Hanson "'ould be justified in continuing to assart that lUnch
\-linch
is clearly
c1earl~l striving "to approach, as closely as possible, the goal of
ll •
understanding 'as
-as the native understands
TI.'lrS in turn 'Would involve
understands".
TI.'lrR
vlinch in the fatal, neo-Malinowsldan either/or situation which Hanson
Hincb - ''we thus have the options of viewing
vie'Wing
suggests is the case for Hinch
another system of thought in terms of our concepts of reality or in
reality,1I vIinch
terms of its'
its" own concepts of reality,"
\-linch himself supposedly
El~ewhere in his article, Hanson
insisting on the latter course.
El~ewhere
makes this either/or all the more so - their tbought now comes to be
intelligible either "only in terms of their concepts of reality" (1) or
"only in terms of our concepts of reality. It (2)
intelligible 1I0nly
From tbis
this basis Hanson proceeds to suggest that although
"Adopting lUnch's
Hinch's prescription of viewing a philosophy. in its ow.
terms", another logical step is necessary - for their concepts of
reali
ty are "intelligible to'
reality
to us 2n1Y:
2n1Y in terms of our ow. concepts of
reaLityD.
It can-be".aaan.
II, "in its own
can-be- ~ JiPat the phrases "in terms of
of",
terms
'lonly''' are not used-very-consistently.
At ona
ana stage
terms"ll and "onlylt
Hanson is suggesting that we (a) follow "Hinch
'Hinch when this is position '(1)
and that (b) we'
we- add position .(2).
This is clearly logically.impossible;
logically ,impossible ;
the second step can only hold if it is taken that 'What we understand is
not ~ in their OWn terms.

It would
\-Iould seem that the logic of understanding other modes of
discourse is indeed wonderous, and that "Hinch
'lUnch is even more mysterious.
Hanson's Olm position becomes even more confounded when we follow
through his adoption of "I-linch's
adoption, which,
lUnch's prescription (an adoption,which,
significantly enough, does not involve the 'Word "only").
For, on
"onlylt).
completion of his analysis,
~rsis, Hanson qualifies this stance
_ liMy
''My
analysis ••• may appear to quality as anex-amp1e or
01" tmderstanding
tmderstariding
another culture in its CMl
own terms" and
arid then, most :\.mportantly "that the
analysis' considered the problem in terms of concepts of reality
attributed to the Africans", or again .'II
a.na1ysis
uI do not claim that this analysis
provides underst,anding ~f African thought in its ot-m
Otom terms;"
terms;' still less'
do I claim that in thinldhg through the conclusions of this analysis
analySis we
are thinking like Africans think".
.
.,

Can

Can Winch be refuted
refUted in this way? First though, the reasons
Hanson
H~son gives for the refutation of Winch which this last quotation
implies, might help us to"
understand his train of thought.
He makes
to'understand
the following points
"'
\a) that understanding
understandiDg a philosophy in its own terms presupposes
an intimate lcrlowledge
Since·
lmowledge of
of, their lanIDlage and culture.
bis own analysis was
wGS made 'Wi
without
knowledge, Hanson
tbout sucb a Imowledge,
Hansbn
suggests that their own terms need not be well known.
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Imo'Wll, they could
never be undara-tood as. the natives understand them,
c} and even 1£
if' such an understanding could be acquired, "when he
tries to explain it in another language' and according to
different concepts of reality it is clearly not being treated
ll •
in its atom
mm tems
terms".
d} That 1£
if' another philosopQy is to be understood entirely in its
tben such useful questions as those posed by Hanson
own terms, then
could not be so asked,asked" and finally; perhaps most importantly,
e} that at least in terms of the analysis followed cr,y
by Hanson,
African philosophy is not revealed !nits own terms.
Instead,
the procedure must be in terms of our criteria: 'When we
understand another philosophy, we understand' it according to
what properly constitutes understanding for '1m.
'!m.
In eacb of these arguments, Hanson is rejecting that view which
holds that other pb:11osophies
pb:Uosophies should be' understood in their own tenns.
Thus be is contradicting his own adoption of ~Jinch
~Jinch and so is not adding
'Whicb
another logical ste:p(which we have seen is impossiblo, but 'Which
altogeth~r different
Hanson claims to do), but is developing an altogethor
procedure.
I do not disagree that this "in
lIin terms of" procedure is not
valid, but it is precisely this procedure which Hanson himself makes
invalid by quote (l) when he implies that 'tiincb
liincb is saying ~ in terms
of tbeir concopts.
Wbat then are \>1<3 to make of this'1 ~'irst
~'irst that Winch is apparently
both in favour 'With "in their own terms" and "in terms of our concepts".
unlikely J for Hinch would be the first to realise that the
This seems unlikely,
pbrases have different meanings (lIin
tvo phrases
(llin terms of" suggests that x is
te,rms of something else y, and so involves attributing
always in terms
o'Wll
something to x Which is other, than x).
Secondly, that Hanson's ow
a.na.lysis is both in terms of, and in their own terms, the former being
analysis
divided into either in terms of their concepts or in terms of ours.
Thirdly, tbat Uinch is characterised as being an arcb-fideist - one .,bo
'Ibo
sees a series of self-contained entities each of whicb are virtually
unintelligible outside their ovn
OW terms.'
reaJ.ly saying, then to
I now want to attempt to show what vlinch is really
return and suggest that Hanson's five specific criticisms are not only
\-lincb.
based on logical confusionc ,~t also do not affect lolincb.
In
exploring \linch's argument I hope
{i}
(i) to :indicate that Hinch is not an arcb-f1deist in stressing
uaquen€sa
the uaquen€
sa
of participant' understanding (Viz '!in tl'sir own
terms llU )
aIld
(ii) that this follows from Uinch's 'theory' of meaning aDd

(ili) that iUnch,whllst building a ''meta-theory'' on vhieh
vhiob to
(iii)
crosa.cultural intelligibility does not .'
found cross-cultural
{1v}
View which appears to
(1v) fall back into that science-centric view
llacInt,vra and,to a leaserextent,
leaser extent, Hanson.
dominate llacIntyra
Ii!L his book {l958},
(l958), Winch's basic point is that "tbe notion of a
society involves a scheme of concepts which is logically
incompatible with the kind of explanation offered in the natural
sciences" (p.
(po 73).
Why1
Why'l Because since the social scientist has to
"accaptll (p.40) tbat "a
na man's social relations with his fellows are
"accept"
panneated with his ideas about reality" (p.23), that "the very
categories of meaning etc. are lo~ical~
lo~ically dependent for their sense on
social interactions bet',leeh man" (p.44),
(p.M,), then it follows (p.73) that the
socbl
buma.~
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. meaning of social behaviour and ideas cannot be settled by experiment.
wheraas the· temperature at ,~hich
,~hich "later
",ater freezes can be
For example, whereas
settled experimentally, such a procedure is not possible when what is
to be decided is how many grains. of wheat have to be added together
heap" (p.73).
It follmlS' that insofar as the social
bofore one has a heapR
scientist is dealing with meanings, it. is misleading to follow the
scientific procedure of applying theories' which themselves establish
connections.
Instead, since "all behaviour which is meaningful is
ipso-facto rule-governed" (p.52) our concepts of social phenomena or
meaning:f'ul. acts and notions.
act·s must be co-extensive with that of meaningf'ul
:lato follow a rule, analysis can proceed by
From'linowledge of whatit :isto
"/hich judgments of
"examining the natura of the rules according to "lhich
identity are made" (p.S3) ,when "such judglilants
jUdglilants are intelligible only
relativebY to a given mode of human behaviour
behaviOur governed by its ow.
own
relativel.Y
11.' <3 Un this sense sociological judgments cannot be made in
rules II.'
applied as theories, but depend on, are governed by,
. abstract, so to be applied
what is being stUdied.
the rules of wbat
ta.ka it for granted that
Since I am not hare criticising Hinch, I taka
although it is perhaps· arguable that vJinch is incorrect in his apparent
'hpparentll for it
rejection of scientific explanation (I use the word 'hpparent"for
could be maintainod that all that vlinch iss~g is tbat such apparent
basiC
understanding does not involve scientific explanation), his basic
emphasis stands as valuable (MacPherson 1955, for example, shows how
\~han he
useful the notion of meaning in terms of context usage is ,~han
\-Iera only a stumbling block to the
explains why
whY certain beliefs which were
Jews became foolishness to the Greeks, to end as nonsense for the
logical positivists.) In the article Winch "/rote
\-Irote in 1964, he
develops, without I think, contradicting much of what he had earlier
written, this basic framework into a form of'more direct relevance to
His 'theory'
Anthropology.
His'
theory' of meaning is now more clearly presented if we can loam
loarn what it is to follow a rule (which in turn entails that
we know what it is not to follow the rule viz. that we
,~e can predict what
is involved by following the rule) and What the point of the rule is
(pp.3lS and 321) then we can claim to understand the sense of the
discourse.
Thus the sociologists' judgments should replicate
the
native criteria of coharence.
cohElrence.
I say coherence for 'on p.3l2 vlinch
vJinch
writes that a partial, but important al'J.swer
a1'J.swer to the question - what
criteria have we for saying that something makes
m~ms sense'Z
sense~ is that
sense depends on there being a state of non-contradiction (viz.
(Viz. that
only in such a case can it be said that rules are being followed).
Again, especially ot}
ol} this last point, Winch might be partially
mistaken, but the general thesis s·tands.
It has much in common with
such a lVittgen
\vittgen tem
tein position as expressed in Vlittgen~in's
Vlittgen~in's answer
(Philosophical Investigations &381) to the question - 'Why do you call
that "red"'?
"red l "? 'I have learnt English'. It also bears similarities to
Evans-Pritchard 's cOll)lllent
Evans-Pritchard's
co~ent that he could olaim to unP.erstand
understand other
societies when he could predict what would happen in many social
situations.
What then Winch is saYing is that wderstanding
understanding should not be
equated with full participation, thus making ~ss-cultural
intelligibility all but impossible, but. that tihe social scientist
understands as an observor. ~ It might therefore
thGrefore be claimed that this
means he is thus not 'fully'
And such comments of
'f'u1ly' understanding.
Hinch's as "The !zande
AzandG hold beliefs
bGliefs tbat
that we cannot possibly share"
(p.307) or again ''\-1e
'~~e are not seeking a state in which things appear to
anotQGr society, ~ perhaps such a
us just as they do to members of another
state is unattainable anyway" (p.3l7), do. seem to .support this view.
But, as far as I can :see, what Hinch ·is maintaining, only means
that, to take one example, II
'I beliove
beliow in God' has an infinite variety of
meanings to participants, infinite in that their' 'private' meanings
idioSYnoracies etc., whereas understanding, as
depend on individual idiosynoracias
Hinch
Winch soes it, is to expose the social logic and point-ness
point-ne ss of these
phrasas; to malm explicit the ' grammar' of discourse; to equate
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"elucidate n ((- make explicit
exp.licit that which
whicb is ioplicit) the
Religion, "elucidate"
peculiar natures of
of· those forms of life called religion (1958 p.41).
Admittedly, it could still be maintained that this 'Observet'
'obS8r'I7Qt'
'theory' of meaning, which allows reporting back, cannot grasp all that
vlincli elsel-Jhere
else"lhere writes "if the judgments of
the participant shares - so vrincn
identity of the sociologists of religion rest on criteria taken from
religion, then his relation to the performers of·
of religious activity
cannot be just of the observer to the obserwd ll and "the
lithe sociologist of
religion must himself have ~ religious feeling if he is to make
sense of the religious movement he is studying".
studyingll.
But the underlined
talld.ng about the observer who attempts to
words show that he is still ta11d.ng
gain maximal fideism.
In any case, it could be held that to grasp the
real nature of religious belief' is not really part of the sociologist's
job •
. What follows from this is that vlinch cannot be classed, as Nielson
who claims that in order to fully
fUl1y understand
1967 does, as one '''ho
religious disco.urse one must have a participant's understanding of a
Instead, his 'the.ory' of meatiing
. belief and acceptance nature.
allo",s \-linch to do what
escapes such 'participant's relativism' and allows
ho", "to bring
Hanson suggests he does not - fully face the problem of how
another society's conception of intelligibility (to them) into
(intelligible!) relation with our ow
own conception of intelligibility
p.3l7).
(to US)II
uS)lI (1964 p.31?).
Or "to
lito present an account of them that will
someho",
somehow sati.sfy the criteria of intelligibility demanded by the culture
to which he and his readers belong" ~ (1964 p.307).
vIinch is a relativist is that such a sociological
Where 'lIinch
tbe discerned logic and 'point-of-iless'
interpretation as constituted by the
'point-of-Hess'
must involve "extending our conception of intelligibility as to·
to make it
possible for us to see "'hat
wha.t intelligibility amounts to in the life of
the society "'13
we are investigating".
vIe must extend our 'own'
'O\oln' way of
looking at things. - not impose our boundaries, classifications etc.
looldng
(p.3l8). . It is for this reason that Laach'< Encylopaedia of Social .
Hinchian lines to criticise amongst others,
Sciances) argues along Hincbian
vlinch p.3l9).
Hurdoch's Procedure.
(See also vrinch
Thus, in a style
reminiscent of Waisu:an; Winch is suggesting that the ~t of discerning
maximal commonality (relativism of this style does not stress
uniqUEJlesSl) might ",ell
well involve a considerable rethinking aDd realignment
(Soe VIinch 1964 p.32J
p.323 and 1958 p.S7
p.87 for
of our traditional categories. (Sae
scienceexamples of what is involved.) Only in such a way can I science
Haclntyre, the logical positivists and Levycentricism' be avoided - HacIntyre,
diEm criteria
Bruhl
can be included amongst those who have imposed ellen
so obscuring those judgments that the sociologist should be making
(1964 p.320, 321).
.
critici~s, bearing in mind that
Returning to Hanson's five cl'iticism,s,
understanding for Winch
witb the exposure of social logic in
vlinch is equated "'itb
tarms 6£ relevant/rela.tive
relevant/relative. organisational devices ",!thin,
terms
within, or extendad
from, our culture, then

(i) Hanson's either/or formulation does not apply
(ll) criticism (a) ianot relevant - for not only
(il)
term!,,' Winch, but l!inch's
an· 'in. its own term!J'
Hinch's own
based on a brilliaritethno~apby'
which !l2.
brilliaritethno~apby" of "'hich
kno",ledge.· And.
Alld. in .FJnycase.anycase- all
have deep knowledge.·
knowledge the better.
deeper the lmowledga

does it rest on
analysis was
himself did not
",ould
would agree, the

(iii) Criticism (b) fares little better ... "'6
we have seen that Hinch
Winch
says that such an understanding is impossible (for,. in the
same sense, I can claim that I can never 'lmow' what any
else) •..
sentence 'means' for anyone else).
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(iv) Criticism (0) is rendered of dubious value in that Hinch
suggesting that although it is inevitable that different
concepts are involved, they should, i f possible, only be
different in so far as translation itself is involved.
He
eince~ understand, it cannot be in
. would not dispute that aince~
their terms; what matters is degree of fidiesm, which his
~heory' of meaning maximises.
'theory'
misleading" for Winch would stress that we,
(v) Point (d) is also misleading,
with our perspective (critical in this sense) should ask as
many questions as possible in order to discern which of our
many organisational devices are most relevant/relative to the
alien'mode
alien'
mode of thought.
Thus Hinch (1964 p.3l9) "lrites that
since "the onus is on us to extend our understanding" 'WEI must
seek a foothold". (p.3l0. Sea also p.320).
Finally, criticism (e) - the argument which is the king-pin of
Hanson's paper.
Hanson suggests that within our dominant epistemology,
at least since Comte, "puzzling observablepcenomena
observablepce:nomena are made /
intelligible by viewing them ~ they conform to invariable
principals or laws which we devise and label 'theories'.
So, in order
~nternall
to make intelligible other modes of discourse (and so their 'internal'
if"lsuch
intelligibility) Hanson says that they must be treated I'aS,
''as. if"'such
prin6ipals or laws· operate ,dthin them.
This 'as if"application of the
analysis, is claimed to refute·
refute Winch in that
theory in Hanson's own analysis.
relationshipSare established as in the natural sciences, and that
intelligibility only follows 2n this establishment.
\1e cannot understand (and report back)
I do not think that because we
mere11fromwithin, that·
that' (a) when ,~aparticipate,
,~aparticipate, as field workers, we
understand asa scientist does and (b) that organisational devices are
applied in such 'an experimental way.
I do not think that Hanson could
possibly have done what he claims to have. - How,
kow, to meet the strong
objections raised by Winch in his "heap " analogy, does Hanson verify and
falsii"y (procedures of the essence of the experimental approach) his
falsif'y
theory? If he does not effect these operations, how can it be called a
theory'] Another objection (perhaps not so strong) - how can it be
applied unless something is first understood~
MacIntyre 19(U.p.1l8
1964p.118
understood'l
}1acIntyra
shows that this argument can be used to refute Levy-Bruhl
and the more
Lavy-Bruhl
extrema logical positivists in their form of understanding religious
discourse.
Finally, such comments as - ve understand other societies
''according to "lhat for us constitutes proper understanding" when this
mode of understanding is limited to the theories of logical realism, has
all the ear-marks of that arbitariness
arbi tariness and a priorism that once
characterised such rigid theories of meaning as logieal
A
logical positivism.
narrotmess l<linch meets with."the
with ,lithe notion of intelligibility is,
syetematically
.
..
sys
tema tic ally ambiguous".'·
What· then has Hanson :rea.lJ.y' done?· Ana :how is it that he answers
puzzles\?-ccessful:!:Y
ciaimi,pg: to folloW-this·
folloW this .
puzzles\?-ccessfull:y cine
one thinks, whilst cWmipg:
course? I suggest that. he ,·has
,·ha:s appealed to,rested his analysis on) those
universal criteria of intelligibility on which Hinch, as· we have already
indicated, rests his
bis case.
To repeat my point that I am not attempting
to put 1-1inch into a critical perspeotive,
perspeotiVe, "1 do not ask how far ~linch's
~linch's
universal criter:iaavoid category mistakes.
Perhaps, in fact, this is
Hinch's Achilles heel, for although he has attempted to develop a
meta,-level of organisational devices which are of Universal
applicability and so only articulate what is already
alre~ there into
observer lan~age,
lan~age, I am not sure "Ihether, for example, ~he paradox's of
mystics
(sentences whioh both have a use and are contradictor,r)
contradictory)
could successfully be handled by Hinch.
But I do not think that to
ss::! - he is treating othermodes ..of
.. of discourse in an ·'as if' form, is to
refute Winoh on the grounds that his devices cannot .be spoken of, in
suoh terms, by the. participants.
For the critoria of intelligibility
on whioh he rests his cas~ are implicit in all ('1) discourse, viz. they
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be conceptualised differently, they are, in a sense, universally the
same.
tevi Strauss(1966p.10
ll) sqs that we can "most
For example, Levi
Strauss (1966p.10 il)
easily' begin to understand forms of thought which seem very strange to
us" by appealing to the fact that they are ~ founded on tbis demand
ll •
oi'derll.
for oi'der
Clarke (Hick p.136) writes "although there is no common
expressible formula for intelligibility among all man, there is at
Winch,
least a common basic exigency of rationality in a wider sense".
v.1inch,
besides making. similar assertions (including quoting R. Rhees to the
effect that language games are not self-contained)
self-conta:inad) suggests that
universal intelligibility could also be based on such 'limiting
conce,Pts' as death, war, sex etc, and on the necessary real/unreal,
conceyts'
true/false conditions.
That theZ'El criteria are implicit (as if) in alien expression can
readily be demonstrated- Flatcher( See Levi Strauss
strauss 1966 p.10) "All
IIUl
sacred things must have their pla.ce" - native informant.
Or can \ole,
\oIe,
for example, imagine myths which do not, in soma sense or another,
express existential 'limiting'
'limiting I notions?
It is interesting in this
context to see how close l1inch
l-linch is to such theologians as Bultmann,
theologians with a considerable vested interest in retaining I'the
the .
meaning' but also in making it intelligible in terms of other rules of
intelligibility, other language games •
So, returning to Hanson's analysis, what he has really done is to
appeal to such criteria.
Thus his answer involves only exposing what
me
is entailed by the rules of African beliefs.
It does not SOem to Ilie
appea.lad to any of the fullest expressions of logical
that he has appealed
realism but only to logical realism, in the vary weak sense that it can
tqe !zande
Azande can
be said to be gm:
2E!: particular expression
oxpression of order (for tQe
predict [in his sound-sense sphere ]and many advanced physical
scientists no longer base intelligibility on such prediction).
If
Hanson had appealed to the more sophisticated criteria of logical
lolacIntyra does (See llineh
lIineh
realism, ha
he could easily have ended up as l-1acIntyra
Ullllecessarily I feel, into a
1964 p.320) and as it is, Hanson is led, UDllecessarily
\-there he has to say the. Zande thought is not of a pseudo
pseudoposition \-1here
scientific nature.
.
.'

Perhaps logical positivism is just around the corner.
But as it
is, Hanson really only engages in the art of hindsight of relativism
Tempel' s formulation) . A t all costs
., (why else would he adopt Father Tempel's
a priorism's should not be applied to. what is essentially an art - a:-:.art
ot argument, not of experiment .. "the
\oIho misinterpret
of
lithe sociologists \olho
alien cultures are like philosophers getting into difficulties· over the,
.concapts(~958 p.114). II
tI
use of their own .concapts(~958
' .
..
.
\-lhether or not, for example, lIineh
v.lhether
Hinch is correct that we cannot
~en rules withoutknc~heir
withoutknc~heir meaning (which we presumably
criticise ~en
have already grasped in order to criticise them) inj~stice is another
~tter - .. a mat.ter
mat.tar which rests on thatmo;3t elusive of all orgmiisatiotUU
~tter
. devices -contradiction.
But the notion of the 'science of
understandirtgl
understandirtg' appears to rest'
rest'on
on tho
the weakest of grounds •.

